
        Remark : We reserve the right to change some parts for suitability.

Description: Wall Hung Toilet
Dimensions:CW994P
Flushing System: 4.5/3L Tornado Flush
Bowl Shape: Elongated
Rough-In: 220mm
Colour: White

Match with:
Concealed Tank: WH036DT1
Flush Panel: MB005DGN (Finish: Hybrid Eproxy Resin)

Features:

CW994PVC_ 
TCF994WAT

Product Features

Suggestion Fittings & Parts

Email: quentin@toto.com



Tornado Flush is an integral feature in every new TOTO toilet. This completely new flushing system cleans and flushes both

the rim way and bowl in an innovative 

It does this by reimagining the way a toilet flushes. Instead of letting water pour down from the rim as in a traditional flush, 
the Tornado Flush projects three powerful jets of water from inside the bowl. This motion creates a whirlpool effect that cleans the 
entire surface. As well as cleaning far more thoroughly than any other flush system, it is quiet and water-efficient.



Tornado Flush toilets have a rimless design, so there is no place for dirt and germs to hide, making for a more attractive, 
more hygienic toilet. It is also much easier to clean because of the CeFiONtect glaze.

CeFiONtect is a glaze applied to all TOTO ceramic products, leaving them with a long-lasting finish that prevents the build-up matter.

of mould, limescale and waste 

The nano-technology used in CeFiONtect has redefined the idea of a clean ceramic surface. It’s impossible to see with the naked eye, 
but untreated ceramics have rough, imperfect surfaces. Under a microscope they look like mountain ranges: no matter how much you 
clean them, bacteria will always build up in their ridges and crevices. With CeFiONtect, we are able to ensure perfectly smooth 
surfaces to which very little dirt can stick.

Because CeFiONtect is applied before the ceramics are fired, it is far more resilient than glazes applied after firing. In effect it is a 
longer-lasting shield for surfaces that makes them clean by nature

Do You Know



Automatic functions opens the toilet lid on approach; as you leave, the toilet automatically activates the Tornado Flush, and the lid 
closes with a gentle motion. When you sit down, the deodoriser starts automatically. 

Integrated, automated technologies make using TOTO products the most convenient, delightful bathroom experience you can imagine.

WASHLET Technology incorporates a unique wand that allows water to be used for personal cleaning in a way that leads to a 
completely new level of hygiene and comfort. The warm water cleans far more effectively than paper ever could. Its temperature and 
flow are easily adjusted by remote control, and the wand self-cleans before and after every use. The energy-saving mode can also be 
activated to increase efficiency.

Every aspect of WASHLET Technology, including the angle at which the water flows – with settings for front and rear cleansing – has 
been refined to perfection. It is the world’s most evolved toilet technology; the epitome of how Clean Technology enhances the 
bathroom experience.

The new WASHLET installs TOTO's latest technology to sterilize toilet bowl. This new feature speads eWater+ to prevent bacteria. 
Coming with the other TOTO clean technology  e.g. rimless design and CeFIONtect, the cleaning function is maximised. 
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The new WASHLET installs TOTO's latest technology to sterilize toilet bowl. This new feature speads eWater+ to prevent bacteria. 
Coming with the other TOTO clean technology  e.g. rimless design and CeFIONtect, the cleaning function is maximised. 

The wand system is a technology that utilises water to The air purifier ensures that the air around the toilet 
provide personal cleaning, ensuring a whole new level of is kept fresh  during and after use by passing it through 
hygiene. Warm water is, after all, much more effective at a powerful, effective filter. The air is sucked in and 
cleaning than toilet paper. The position, temperature and passed through the filter inside the WASHLET, purifying
pressure of the water jet can all be adjusted. After use,  it and eliminating unpleasant odours.
the wand cleans itself automatically.

Not only can you can adjust the temperature of the heated seat Once you’ve been cleansed by the warm water jet,
to suit your individual preferences, but it warms itself up even  the adjustable dryer will ensure that you end up 
before you sit down. As soon as you get up, it automatically feeling freash and clean.

switches to an energy-saving mode, reducing the heat setting to
minimum. 
There’s even a smart energy-saving function which automatically 
adapts itself to daily usage patterns.
The temperature of the seat is automatically reduced at times
when the toilet is only used infrequently. 

Did You Know


